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Leeds and York Partnership NHS Foundation Trust is the main provider 

of specialist mental health and learning disability services in Leeds, York 

and parts of North Yorkshire (Selby, Tadcaster and Easingwold).

We offer some of our services across the whole of the Yorkshire and 

Humber region and even nationwide. 

Service users are at the heart of our organisation. We 

constantly strive to provide the best possible support, 

working closely with related organisations to provide 

effective, accessible and modern healthcare. 

Our workforce employs around 3,000 highly 

trained staff working at more than 70 sites and in 

the community. Many of our services are provided in 

partnership with local voluntary sector organisations, 

family doctors (GPs) and statutory organisations, such 

as other NHS healthcare providers and local authorities.
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In the last twelve months there has been a remarkable change in 

public and political perspectives on both mental health and learning 

disabilities.  These labels do not do justice to the diversity and depth of 

suffering our service users and almost always their carers, present to us.  

The need is so wide that as a single Trust we only respond to a relatively 

small part of the spectrum of illness and disability that these broad-

labelled words represent.  Nonetheless, when I reflect upon 

our successes and relative failures over the past year, I am 

struck by the impact on the quality of people’s lives we 

are capable of achieving.

In particular, I recall the many occasions when 

our staff have not only accomplished their duties 

within their normal contract, but beyond that have 

‘gone the extra mile’, so to speak, and responded 

to challenges well beyond that which they are 

routinely expected to deal with.  All too often some 

of our service users struggle with daily life in ways that 

may seem mundane when glimpsed from the top of an 

organisation and not least at Board level.  Examples include; 

waiting after a day’s work until a taxi arrives for somebody with a learning 

disability or driving a desperately anxious carer to visit his spouse across the sprawl that is Leeds, again well 

out of hours.
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Chairing a foundation trust, as I have for the past five years, has afforded me an insight into the complexity 

of daily life in an organisation whose primary duty is to help people with mental health and learning 

disability needs.  It is not a straightforward business; the focus in recent decades on ‘recovery’ and, wherever 

possible, living independently results in a mosaic of premises and services, far removed from the classical 

stereotype of a general hospital.  The metrics by which performance is measured and thereby compared are 

not as uniform or unambiguous as they can be in the acute sector.  The almost-weekly reporting last winter 

of the A&E performance is one example where our sector remains comparatively invisible.

My Board colleagues are passionate about our services and provide the advocacy they warrant.  Our Council 

of Governors is representative of our communities within the Leeds city region.  Challenge, and support, 

both into and within those two bodies is a constant.

The year now coming to a close, reflects that sense of challenge.  Most of what we have been doing is 

captured elsewhere in this review.  Examples include; the decision to pay at least the recognised living 

wage to our staff; and our commitment to examine new even radically different ways of configuring our 

services; not solely in pursuit of financial savings but in order to enhance the quality of service delivery.  

This last commitment signals enormous impending change in the relationship between the NHS and local 

government. That is a challenge for which this foundation trust is well positioned to effect sustainable 

change.

Frank Griffths

Chair
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Chief Executive’s welcome
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Welcome to our 2014/15 Annual Review which provides a 

summary of our work during this period.  

Working together in diffcult times

The Government has ensured that NHS finances have only just kept 

pace with inflation, however this has resulted in ‘flat cash’ with no 

growth in resources coupled with year-on-year efficiency 

requirements.  Local authorities also face unprecedented 

financial pressures, which inevitably impacts on the work 

of the NHS.  At the same time the new commissioning 

structures of the NHS have been bedding-in with new 

ways of working and new networks of relationships 

being established.  

We are also working with a degree of uncertainty 

about the full impact of changes in the national 

and local strategic context within which the Trust 

is working, including: the new care models outlined 

in NHS England’s Five Year Forward View; the changes 

proposed in the Dalton review; the new Vanguard status; 

and more recently the newly-elected Conservative party’s 

manifesto.

At the heart of our work are partnerships.  Our health and social care communities share a common purpose 

of improving people’s health, as well as providing help and support to people in times of difficulty.  Though 

the future is uncertain we continue to closely collaborate with our partners in Leeds and York to ensure that 

we are as efficient and effective as we can be and that people get the right service, in the right place, at 

the right time, provided by people with the right skills and expertise. We also directly engage with people 

in local communities to listen and respond to their concerns and ideas, also to develop their awareness, and 

responsiveness to mental health issues and learning disabilities. 

Internally during the last year we have been successful at both remaining financially stable and continuing 

to develop and improve services.  We have also met all of our statutory requirements. I’ve picked out a few 

great examples where we have made a positive difference to people’s lives during 2014/15 in the different 

communities we serve: Leeds Mental Health Care Group

•	 Our	Crisis	Assessment	Service	piloted	a	new	approach	to	working	with	the	police	to	support	people	with		

 mental health needs (the Street Triage Service)

•	 Our	Rehabilitation	and	Recovery	Service	has	implemented	a	new	model	of	care	which	reduces	reliance			

 on inpatient care and builds on providing community alternatives for service users
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•	 We	have	worked	with	commissioners	and	partners	to	reduce	the	time	that	service	users	wait	for		 	 	

 assessment by our Memory Services. 

York and North Yorkshire Care Group

•	 Our	crisis	care	services	have	been	significantly	developed	with	the	introduction	of	the	Emergency		

 Department Liaison Service at York Hospital; the Street Triage Service with the North Yorkshire Police; 

 (pictured left) and further improvements to the Section 136 suite at Bootham Park Hospital

•	 The	Vale	of	York	Clinical	Commissioning	Group	has	invested	in	Improving	Access	to	Psychological			 	

 Therapies (IAPT) services. 

•	 Our	approach	to	developing	and	delivering	recovery	focused	care	in	York	has	resulted	in	close	working		 	

 with ‘Converge’ at York St John’s University.

Specialist Services and Learning Disability Care Group 

•	 Our	Child	and	Adolescent	Mental	Health	(CAMHS)	inpatient	services	for	the	York	locality	relocated	to	a		 	

 better environment at Mill Lodge 

•	 Continued	work	with	local	GPs	to	support	people	with	learning	disabilities	to	increase	uptake	of	annual		 	

 health checks

•	 Working	in	partnership	as	part	of	a	consortium,	the	Leeds	Addiction	Unit	has	been	successful	in	winning		 	

 part of the new contract to provide addiction services in Leeds. 

Care Quality Commission (CQC) Inspection

We were fully inspected by the CQC in September 2014. The CQC found that our staff were compassionate 

and caring.  Though the CQC assessed the Trust as a whole as ‘requires improvement’, they recognised that 

services in Leeds and York are at different stages of development. Following their inspection we are following 

through our action plan agreed with the CQC.  One practical example is changing our inpatient services for 

people with dementia in York into single sex units to ensure that care is provided in environments which best 

meets people’s needs for privacy and dignity. The CQC was also satisfied that we had a good process to assess 

and address environmental risks in our inpatient services in York following a previous inspection, and we have 

now rolled this process out in our Leeds inpatient services. 

More details about the inspection and our action plans can be found in the quality section of this 

review and in our Annual Report 2014/15. 

And fnally 

This has been a busy year.  You can read about our many other developments, achievements and campaigns 

including Your Voice Counts and Man Up? in the rest of this review. We remain realistic about the challenges 

we face but resolute in working with others to help people to meet their goals in improving their health and 

their lives, as well as our Trust making an active and positive contribution to society.

Chris Butler, Chief Executive
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The Council of Governors is what gives the public a voice in helping 

to shape and influence the future of mental health and learning 

disability services provided by our Trust.  It is made up of people who 

have been elected by our membership and who are representative of 

our constituencies. It also includes people appointed from a range of 

partner organisations. The Council of Governors is chaired by the 

Chair of the Trust, who ensures a link between the Council 

and the Board of Directors.  

In 2014/15 the Council of Governors continued 

to have a significant degree of involvement with, 

and access to the Board of Directors and to the 

organisation’s performance information with an 

opportunity to hold the non-executive directors to 

account for that performance.

Holding the non-executive directors to account for 

the performance of the Board is a statutory duty of 

the Council of Governors. To allow the Council to carry 

out this function a non-executive director attends each formal 

Council meeting to give a report on all key aspects of performance, how 

they have been assured about the quality of performance and how they have challenged any areas of poor 

performance or concern.

Representing the interests of the Trust’s members is also a core statutory duty for governors.  The Board of 

Directors is required to take account of members’ views when developing documents such as the Trust’s 

two-year operational plan and five year strategic plan. They are documents that will shape what services 

look like over time and how they are to be delivered.  They are central to the work of the Trust and it is an 

important duty of governors to make sure they feed in the views of members. One way in which feedback 

was received was through the Council’s Strategy Committee.



In April 2014, a number of our governors came to the end of their term of office, this linked with a number 

of vacant seats already on the Council, caused either by governors stepping down early or because the 

seats had been vacant for some time, it was necessary to hold an election to fill seven vacant seats. Three 

seats were filled by governors elected unopposed and three seats by ballot. The percentage turnout figures 

for each of the constituencies where a ballot was held were: Public: Leeds (5.9%); Public: York and North 

Yorkshire (9.7%).

Then, in November 2014, we had a number of vacant seats, particularly in the York and North Yorkshire 

constituencies.  Because of the important changes we were making to both Bootham Park Hospital and the 

Lime Trees unit and because of the pending tender submission for York services it was agreed that it was 

important to have representation in these and other vacant constituencies.  We therefore held an election to 

fill the vacancies and elected four governors.  Three governors were elected unopposed and one was elected 

by ballot.  

The Council of Governors remains central to the work of the Trust in ensuing there is public accountability.  

We are grateful to the hard work of those elected and appointed to our Council and for the valuable 

contribution they make to the development of services.

Further information about our Council of Governors can be found in the Annual Report and Accounts 

2014/15 and copies of agenda papers for Council meetings can be found on our website.
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Our staff 

Our staff continue to be our most important asset and we currently 

employ over 3,000. Here are some of the ways that we have supported 

and developed our workforce over the past year:

Human Resources 

Sickness Absence 

We continue to implement a number of procedures, 

initiatives and actions aimed at improving both the 

attendance and the health and well-being of our 

staff. This includes a specific focus on preventative 

and supporting strategies for staff with musclo-

skeletal (MSK) conditions (for example, back pain)

and through these we are now seeing a reduction 

in MSK absences.

Employee Assistance Programme 

We have an Employee Assistance Programme, which is a 

free and confidential service delivered by Workplace Options. 

The service is available to all staff and their family and friends, 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. It is designed to help with a range of work, family and personal 

issues and can be accessed by phone, email and online.

First Care 

We implemented a new and innovative single absence reporting system in partnership with an organisation 

called First Care which provides immediate and real-time absence and management information to support 

the management of absence in line with our Employee Well-being and Managing Attendance Procedure.

Staff Physiotherapy Service

Our in-house physiotherapist has produced a number of short video clips, posters and leaflets to support the 

prevention and management of MSK conditions as well as conducting on site visits, contacting all employees 

who report MSK absence issues within 48 hours to provide advice and appointments where appropriate, and 

providing training in the management of MSK issues (pictured above).



Collaborative Working

Our Staffside committee work in partnership with the Trust, helping 

to increase staff engagement and participation. Specifically, Staffside 

supported the increase in staff survey responses through direct dialogue 

with staff and the delivery of surveys throughout the organisation. 

Staffside also has continuing involvement in strategy 

development and workforce issues and have been active 

members of the ‘Your Voice Counts’ programme, 

helping to review our appraisal process.

Living Wage

We have implemented the living wage for our 

lowest paid workers and have committed to review 

this on an annual basis. 

Recognition

The Trust has introduced the STAR scheme, a reward 

scheme to enable recognition of employees that display 

the qualities expected of them, linked to the Trust’s values. 

Nominations are open to all staff at any level and winners are announced 

monthly.

HR/LD Team of the Year

We received national recognition for our HR/Workforce and Learning and Development Teams by 

the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) by winning Human Resources/Learning 

Development Team of the Year in September 2014.

Equality and Diversity

We demonstrate our commitment to equality and diversity in many ways, including supporting our staff 

to meet the diverse needs of the communities we serve. We have implemented a pilot staff development 

programme within our East North East Intensive Community Service. Team development sessions were 

delivered by specialist organisations to address self-identified skills gaps, relating to working with refugees 

and asylum seekers, the trans communities and working with interpreters.  Further development sessions 

which aim to increase skills and awareness on working with diverse cultural communities continue to provide 

practical and successful learning experiences for our staff. 
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Our staff 

Lived Experience

We value the expertise of staff who have their own personal experience 

of mental ill-health. The development of our Lived Experience Network 

(LEN) aims to empower staff to use their expertise and knowledge 

to enhance the experiences of people who use our services and 

those that deliver them.  The LEN, which has around 38 staff 

members, has developed through national links with other 

mental health organisations, sharing best practice and 

developing a wider support structure. The LEN also 

commissioned a local staff survey to understand the 

culture within the organisation and presented a 

number of recommendations to enable the Trust to 

further develop and support staff with their lived 

experience.   

Volunteers

We have continued to recruit volunteers into clinical 

units throughout the Trust, as well as working in 

partnership with Age UK and providing creative support 

to volunteers for their befriending scheme. This year, we 

also provided all of our volunteers with a new user friendly training 

manual. This has ensured that all volunteers have received the same compulsory elements of training as Trust 

staff.

We have also opened a Community Hub in Bootham Park Hospital in York which is managed entirely by 

volunteers and provides an information centre for patients, carers and visitors. 

Organisational Development and Communications

Engaging with Staff

The Trust has successfully piloted the Your Voice Counts, Moving Forward Together Programme. The 

programme has utilised feedback from the Trust’s annual staff survey and involved staff in delivering change 

on the key issues arising feedback. Trust staff volunteers have worked with senior manager sponsors to 

deliver changes to improve the Trust appraisal process and communications between managers and staff.  

The changes delivered have directly reflected feedback and ideas from Trust staff. Key changes introduced 

include simplification of appraisal paperwork, a campaign to clarify facts about Trust appraisal and regular 

director blogs.

12 | Annual Review 2015 
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Annual Staff Survey and Staff Friends and Family Test

The 2014 staff survey was undertaken in the autumn of 2014 and 

404 staff completed the survey.  This response rate of 48% was above 

average for mental health and learning disability trusts in England.

Results from the 2014 NHS staff survey show the Trust is one of 

the best in England for staff receiving job relevant training, 

learning or development. The Trust results also indicate 

above average performance across a number of 

indicators, including the percentage of staff saying 

they would feel secure in raising concerns about 

unsafe clinical practice.

From 1 April 2014, the Trust introduced the 

quarterly Staff Friends and Family Test. This has 

provided an opportunity for staff to give regular 

feedback on working for the Trust and receiving care 

from the Trust.  

Health Coaching

The Trust is a leading partner in the development of an initiative to enable 

clinicians working in services across the city to be trained in health coaching skills.  A number of Trust staff 

have commenced training to become accredited health coach trainers. This training will enable clinicians to 

use health coaching in their clinical practice with service users.  Health coaching is a key enabler in the Trust’s 

recovery approach to service delivery.

Learning & People Development

Staff development

We are continually reviewing the ways in which we can support the organisation to deliver safe and effective 

care to the community it serves. We have worked closely with teams in transition and helped to build 

resilience in staff as they respond to changing service models. 

Coaching

The Trust is proud of the coaching service it has developed over the last nine years and now boasts over 

40 trained coaches. Coaching is used to support staff in their development and is open to all regardless of 
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grade or profession. It is a useful way of developing people’s skills and 

abilities.

Workplace Mediation

Over the last two years, the Trust has invested in developing an in 

house mediation service. Mediation is a completely voluntary and 

confidential form of alternative dispute resolution. It involves 

an independent, impartial person, the mediator, helping 

two or more individuals or groups reach a solution 

that’s acceptable to everyone.  

Compulsory Training 

During 2014/15 the Trust made further progress 

in relation to compulsory training, through a 

concerted effort to ensure we are training the right 

people, to the correct level, to keep our service users 

and staff as safe as we can. We finished the year with 

79% of all compulsory training in the Trust being up to 

date. 

Leadership and Management Development 

This year saw another positive investment in the Trust in relation to developing management and leadership 

capability across many areas of the organisation. Around 70 colleagues participated in internal development 

programmes ranging from first-line management to middle and senior management levels, in order to 

develop their managerial and leadership performance. We also strengthened our link with the national NHS 

Leadership Academy.

Apprenticeships and Vocational Training

The Trust continues to be fully committed to the development of our support workforce (40% of our total 

employees). The Vocational Skills Hub has continued to provide workplace based diplomas in a variety of 

subjects free of charge for all support staff. A number of staff have also been supported to undertake work 

related qualifications to enable career development and progression. 

Our staff 
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This year, numeracy and literacy classes were provided to support staff 

to achieve Certificates in English and Maths, providing key skills for 

everyday life and also providing the building blocks for access to further 

education, including nurse training.

Four apprentices in the Learning Disabilities Supported Living 

Service finished their apprenticeship in February 2015 and 

were successful in their application for permanent Health 

Care Support Worker positions in the Trust. Eight 

permanent employees who entered the Trust through 

an apprenticeship. One of these apprentices, Abbie 

Dominy, won ‘Health and Social Care Apprentice of 

the Year’ at this year’s Leeds City College Student 

Awards (pictured top right).

Finally, the Trust launched its first Mental Health 

Apprentice cohort in April this year, with eight 

new apprentices starting a one year apprenticeship 

programme consisting of two six month placements in a 

range of services.

Technology Enhanced Learning

Our Technology Enhanced Learning team provides advice and technical support in the production of 

e-learning modules. The team produces bespoke e-learning modules to meet the Trust’s compulsory and 

priority training needs, as well as amending regionally produced e-learning modules to fit Trust requirements.

Andrew Sims Centre 

The Andrew Sims Centre, offers a responsive and commercially competitive programme of learning 

events and continues to create partnerships with the UK’s leading experts in Mental Health and Learning 

Disabilities. Speakers in 2014-15 included Dame Fiona Caldicott and Professor Keith Rix.
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This year, we have changed the way in which we respond to comments, 

complaints and compliments, and have brought them, together with 

our Patient Advice and Liaison Service (PALS) and service user feedback, 

under the heading of Patient Experience. We are looking at a variety of 

ways to capture experience and learn from it.

One of the things that we have done is to improve the ways 

in which we listen to people’s views and how we use 

the feedback that we receive. We have combined our 

satisfaction survey with the NHS Friends and Family 

Test, and have been encouraged by the responses 

received so far. 

We have also been looking at improving the ways 

in which we tell people about what has changed as 

a result of their experiences. This is important if we 

want people to believe that their views have made a 

difference. It is only by receiving feedback and taking 

people’s experiences seriously that can continue to do 

things better. 

When we get things wrong we need to say sorry and we also want to demonstrate how we are putting 

things right. We also really appreciate people telling us when they have had a good experience of using our 

services, so we know where our best practice is.

Investigating Complaints

In 2014, we received 182 complaints and we take each one very seriously. We have reviewed our processes 

for ensuring that people are listened to and responded to and we hope that following each investigation, 

people feel we have been fair.

We do our best to learn from our mistakes, and try to ensure that they do not reoccur. For that reason, we 

monitor our complaints very carefully, making sure that we spot any themes or trends that could indicate 

greater cause for concern. We recognise the value of all feedback and welcome the opportunity it provides 

for continuous service improvement.

Patient experience
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Becoming a member

As a Foundation Trust, we are able to shape the future of our services 

to meet the needs of people in our local communities. The views of our 

members enable us to focus on our overall aims; to improve health and 

improve lives. We have built a strong membership base over the years 

and we now have over 17,700 members.

Anyone over the age of 16 can become a member of our 

NHS Foundation Trust. Membership is completely free 

and, once signed up, members can choose how 

involved they want to be.

Members receive regular information about the 

Trust, in our popular magazine Imagine. It includes 

information about future plans and service 

innovations and gives members the opportunity to 

voice their views. Members are also eligible to vote 

for a local member to stand as a governor on our 

Council of Governors elections, or even think about 

becoming a governor themselves.

For more information, or to become a member, go to 

www.leedsandyorkpft.nhs.uk/membership or call our Membership Office 

on 0113 855 5900.

Man Up? Campaign

Each year we focus on a membership campaign that helps us to raise awareness of mental health and 

learning disabilities and work to reduce stigma. This year’s membership campaign has focused on men’s 

mental health and wellbeing; challenging perceptions, showcasing our services, highlighting available 

support and encouraging conversations. 

It is a common preconception that men tend to put off getting any kind of help because they think they are 

supposed to be tough, self-reliant, able to manage pain, and take charge of situations. This can make it hard 

for men to acknowledge they have any health problems, let alone mental health problem. Men tend to have 

fewer social connections, friends and family support than women. 

Suicide is the single most common cause of death in men under 35. During 2015, members of the public 

have been encouraged to express their views about what modern masculinity means. We used the campaign 

to actively highlight multiple issues that affect men, signposting them to services within the Trust and to 

external organisations for support and information as appropriate. 

Membership and engagement
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Our Highlights

Our care services directorates includes those services that provide direct 

clinical care to our service users in Leeds, York and North Yorkshire. The 

directorate is made up of three care groups which were established in 

2013/14, these are:

• Leeds Mental Health Care Group

• York and North Yorkshire Mental Health Care Group

• Specialist Services and Learning Disabilities Care  

 Group.

We are committed to continuously improving the 

quality of the services we provide. To achieve 

this, engagement with service users and carers 

is essential. Our Recovery and Social Inclusion 

Team has continued to support the Leeds Service 

User Network (SUN) and a York SUN was also 

established. Our Learning Disability and Specialist 

Services have also continued to develop their 

approaches to service user and carer engagement. 

Key achievements for the Leeds Mental Health Care 

Group during 2014/15 

•	 We	have	tested	out	our	approach	to	delivering	integrated	care	pathways	and	received	feedback	from	

staff on this. This feedback has been extremely useful and has allowed us to make changes to our 

approach to ensure we can deliver standardised and high quality care without taking time from 

clinical teams which is better used caring for service users face-to-face. We have now completed the 

development of integrated pathways for cognitive impairment /dementia and personality disorder and 

will be rolling these out within teams in the next year. We will make our integrated care pathways 

available to service users and carers through a variety of media to allow maximum access to this 

information.

•	 Improving	access	to	services	has	been	a	key	priority	for	the	Care	Group	in	the	last	year.	This	has	both	

focused on the development of new and innovative services to ensure that support is available more 

rapidly and in the right place to support service users experiencing mental health crises. It will also help 

reduce the time people are waiting to be seen by services.

•	 In	2014,	our	Crisis	Assessment	Service	has,	as	part	of	a	national	project,	piloted	a	new	and	innovative	

approach to working with the police to support people with mental health needs. This approach, known 
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as Street Triage, aimed to rapidly see people about whom police officers had concerns in the community 

to avoid their being detained using S136 of the Mental Health Act. In 2014 this led to a 32% reduction 

in the use of S136 and has been so successful that it has been continued and extended to provide a 24-

hour service which has resulted in even bigger reductions in the use of detentions.

•	 Following	an	in-depth	review	of	our	rehabilitation	and	recovery	services	we	have	implemented	a	new	

model of care that reduces reliance on inpatient care and builds on providing community alternatives for 

service users. Critically the model ensures joint working between the Trust and partner organisations as a 

single Recovery Centre Team.  This ensures that all services are available to meet the needs of this group 

of service users and are delivered as a single package of care. 

•	 Working	with	our	commissioners	we	have	agreed	to	meet	a	target	to	ensure	that	80%	of	service	users	

receive an assessment of their needs by our Community Mental Health Teams within 14 days of referral. 

At the end of the year, we have exceeded this target; 84% of service users were seen or spoken with 

within this timeframe.

•	 Demand	for	our	Adult	Acute	Inpatient	Services	has	remained	relatively	stable	in	the	last	year;	however,	

we have needed to place some service users in out-of-area beds. Overall, we used around 600 

fewer out-of-area bed days in 2014 compared with the previous year, but recognise this still needs 

improvement. Our aim remains to ensure that all service users needing admission are admitted to a 

local Trust bed as this provides a better experience for service users and carers and keeps the maximum 

resource available to be invested locally to improve care. 

•	 In	January	2014	we	opened	the	overnight	suite	at	the	Becklin	Centre	to	reduce	the	number	of	people	

being placed out-of-area. In the next year we will improve options and opportunities for service users 

with the opening of the Crisis Assessment Unit. 

•	 In	the	last	year	we	have	worked	with	commissioners	and	partners	to	reduce	the	time	that	service	users	

wait for assessment by our Memory Services. Our Memory Services provide specialist assessment, 

diagnosis and treatment for people with cognitive impairment and dementia. In the last year we have 

reduced access times from 13 weeks to around 10 weeks from referral to initial assessment. 

•	 During	2014/15,	as	well	as	delivering	service-specific	clinical	training	we	have	achieved	80%	compliance		

 for staff attending compulsory training. 



Key achievements for the York and North Yorkshire Care Group 

during 2014/15

•	 Much	work	has	been	undertaken	to	review	the	future	of	Bootham		

 Park Hospital. We have completed work to eliminate ligature risks  

 from the fabric of the building and have completed a review of the  

 security of the building, meaning that service users can expect to  

 receive safe care. 

•	 We	have	completed	our	roll-out	of	the	PARIS		 	

 information system to services in York and  

 North Yorkshire. We believe that providing a 

 single information system across the Trust will 

 ensure that clinical teams will have access to the 

 right information at the right time and in the 

 right place to deliver effective care. 

•	 Our	crisis	care	services	have	been	significantly	

developed over the last year, with the introduction 

of the Emergency Department Liaison Service, Street 

Triage Service and further embedding the S136 (health-

based place of safety) suite at Bootham Park Hospital. 

•	 Over	the	last	year	we	have	embedded	the	new	

Community Mental Health Team model. This has enabled us to use specialist skills and knowledge, in 

order to achieve the best outcomes for our service users.

•	 There	has	been	a	national	drive	to	increase	availability	of	the	Improving	Access	to	Psychological	

Therapies services (IAPT). This has resulted in investment in the service by our commissioners, and the 

service implementing new approaches to increase the numbers of people it is able to see. This includes 

group work for some service users and telephone triage by experienced and qualified therapists. 

•	 Our	approach	to	developing	and	delivering	recovery-focused	care	in	York	has	resulted	in	close	working	

with Converge at York St John University.  We are developing a multi-agency partnership to provide a 

recovery college which will offer a ‘signposting service’ that provides mental health service users and 

professionals with guidance on learning opportunities. 
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Key achievements for the Specialist Services and Learning 

Disability Care Group during 2014/15 

•	 CAMHS	inpatient	services	for	the	York	locality	have	been	relocated		

 from Lime Trees to Mill Lodge to provide a better environment for 

 the younger people who require this level of care. This move has 

 meant an increase in the number of inpatient beds which are 

 provided and will ensure that more young people can 

 receive care close to their families and carers. The Lime 

 Trees site remains open, providing day services and a 

 base for community teams.

•	 We	have	completed	a	review	of	the	women’s	

 low secure unit in York which opened early in 

 the year. The unit ensures that women 

 requiring this high level of care can be treated 

 locally in purpose-built accommodation 

 designed to meet the needs of this client group.

•	 The	Gender	Identity	Service	have	developed	systems		

 to ensure that service users know how long they 

are likely to wait for the service and have developed 

innovative ways for staff and service users to keep in touch.

•	 The	Community	Eating	Disorders	Service	has	offered	expert	support	and	care	to	service	users	to	both	

prevent admission to hospital and to support discharge from hospital through intensive home 

interventions. The team has rapidly expanded the number of service users it provides care to, supporting 

people living in Leeds as part of the Yorkshire Centre for Eating Disorders in partnership with primary 

care, third-sector partners and the Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust.

•	 Our	Learning	Disability	Services	have	focused	on	developing	our	inpatient	care	in	Leeds	by	improving	the	

service at Parkside Lodge. These plans enable the service to meet a wider range of needs for people with 

learning disabilities, allowing us to centralise services and reduce the overall numbers of beds we will 

need in the future. 

•	 We	have	continued	our	work	with	local	GPs	to	support	people	with	learning	disabilities	to	increase	the	

uptake of annual health checks. We have worked with a number of practices to ensure that people with 

learning disabilities have their physical health needs identified and addressed better.
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Financial Overview 2014/15
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Income 

The Trust’s total income was £179,500K, which was mainly income received through contracts with our 

Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG’s) and NHS England (£147,220K).

In 2014-15, the Trust received an additional £2,006,000 of funding for identified projects from our Clinical 

Commissioning Groups (CCGs). This contributed significantly to the overall surplus achieved, however, this 

funding has been ring fenced for those specific projects in the future.   

Expenditure

•	 The Trust’s total expenditure was £173,873K 

•	 Non-pay expenditure includes the Trust’s PFI schemes (£6,51K)

•	 Premises costs (£6,848K) 

•	 Establishment (£3,944K)

•	 Drug costs (£2,282K) and 

•	 Purchasing healthcare from non-NHS bodies (£3,121K).

Cost Improvement Plans (CIPs) and Revenue Generation

The Trust achieved CIPs of £2,415,000 in 2014-15. CIP themes include Leeds Mental Health Care Group, 

York and North Yorkshire Mental Health Care Group, Specialist and Learning Disability Care Group, effective 

estate management and cost effective corporate services. In addition, £2,180,000 was achieved through 

revenue generation schemes. 

Capital Programme

The Trust invested £4,501K in its estate and IT capital programme in 2014-15. A significant capital 

programme of £5,719K has been agreed for 2015-16.   

Continuity of Service Risk Ratings

The Trust achieved a Continuity of Service Risk Rating (CoSRR) of four in 2014-15. This is the highest rating 

achievable.  

The CoSRR is made up of two key metrics: the ability to repay debt, for example, PFI schemes, and liquidity. 

Liquidity measures the number of days the Trust could continue to operate in the future based on its current 

financial position.    
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Summary of financial performance

Summary of Income and Expenditure:

Income from Patient Care activities
Non-clinical income
Total income

Pay spend
Non-Pay spend
Total

Operating surplus

PDC dividend, finance costs and interest (net)

Surplus for the year

Reserves:
Gain on revaluation of assets 
Total Comprehensive Income 

Summary of Assets and Liabilities:

Assets
Property, plant and equipment
Cash
Other assets
Total assets

Liabilities
Payables and other liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions
Total liabilities

Total Assets Employed

Continuity of Service Risk Rating

£’000

 159,731 
 19,769 

 179,500 

(£128,335)
(£41,236)

(£169,571)

 9,929 

(£4,302)

 5,627 

 790 
 6,417 

£’000

 50,666 
 46,891 
 10,139 

 107,696 

(£19,913)
(£28,468)

(£3,510)
(£51,891)

 55,805

4 
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Building a reputation for high quality research has involved continued 

development of academic relationships to support successful research 

bids and identify key research questions.

One of the successful bids that completed in 2014/15, was a research 

study looking at Social Stories interventions for autism in mainstream 

schools. Over 20 schools have been trained in delivery of this 

intervention with results showing good benefits.

A number of dementia research studies were 

being run by the Trust in 2014/15. These studies 

include:

•	 examining	the	link	between	Alzheimer’s	

disease and Down’s Syndrome; the testing of an 

antibiotic to see if it slows down the progression 

of Alzheimer’s disease

•	 looking	at	the	quality	of	life	of	people	with	memory	

problems, who live in care homes. 

The overall aim of the care home project is to make 

managing agitation and enhancing personhood as much a part of 

care as providing food, shelter and hygiene, to improve living and dying with dementia. Additionally, we 

make use of the national Join Dementia Research database to give service users the opportunity to take 

part in research relevant to them.

Another research initiative instigated in the Trust is an exercise to identify the top ten research priorities 

relating to bipolar disorder. Working with the James Lind Alliance, this Research Priority Setting Partnership 

has received views from over 3,000 patients, staff and members of the public to generate 14,000 questions. 

These will be analysed to produce recommendations to the Department of Health for the top priority areas 

for research in bipolar disorder. 

At the Annual Research Forum in Leeds in November 2014, twelve presentations covering a diverse range of 

research, service evaluation and research opportunities were delivered by Trust staff and local academics. 

Left: Dr Claire Flannigan
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Talks included:

•	 PhD	research	into	the	experience	of	staff	working	with	voice		 	

 hearers in acute mental health. 

•	 The	development	of	outcome	measures	for	use	in	addiction		 	

 services. 

•	 An	overview	of	the	grant	funded	feasibility	study			

 Multicentre Intervention Designed for Self-Harm, 

 using Interpersonal Problem-Solving (MIDSHIPS) 

 trial, comparing problem solving therapy and 

 treatment as usual for those who self-harm. 

•	 An	update	on	several	projects	taking	place	in	

 the York CAMHS service

Diane Agoro, Romana Farooq (pictured top left) and 

Lal Ahir won first prize for their poster entitled ‘Hear 

me out: an evaluation of BME service users’ experience 

of accessing and engaging with the Leeds Psychology and 

Psychotherapy Services’. Dr Anuradha Menon won the second prize for 

the poster ‘Burnout, perceived stress and available support for staff in a Crisis Assessment Service, Leeds.’  



The Board is committed to improving quality across the organisation, placing 

the quality of the care experienced by the people who use our services and 

their carers at the heart of everything we do. We have rigorous internal 

performance management and assurance processes. An Integrated 

Quality and Performance report is presented each quarter by the 

Director of Nursing at the public board meeting, the papers for which 

are published on our website.

Throughout 2014/15 we have maintained a strong position of 

compliance against our regulatory, contractual and local 

requirements. We continue to build on our relationship 

with our commissioners to develop and implement our 

goals for quality and innovation, which are known 

as CQUINS. We are committed to delivering the 

improvements in the patient experience that the 

achievement of our CQUIN targets can support us 

to attain.

The information we provide to our regulators is 

used to provide us with a governance rating, which 

is published by Monitor. We maintained a Green rating 

in 2014/15 and our forecast is that this will continue in 

2015/16.

Care Quality Commission

In September 2014 we were inspected by the Care Quality Commission (CQC). We were one of the first 

mental health trusts in the country to receive the new style inspection. Following the inspection the CQC has 

identified areas where we need to make improvements to some of our services. 

The CQC set the Trust 19 ‘must-do’ actions and 23 ‘should-do’ actions across its clinical services. The Trust 

has agreed an action plan that addresses the key concerns highlighted in the report.

Quality and Performance
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The Trust has already taken actions to address many of these concerns, this includes:

•	 Moving	inpatient	Children’s	Mental	Health	Services	in	York	into	newly	refurbished	accommodation	at		 	

 Mill Lodge in Huntington.

•	 A	serious	incident	within	one	of	our	community	units	for	older	people,	Worsley	Court,	in	Selby,	led	to		

 concerns regarding the standards of nursing practice. The Trust made the decision to close Worsley 

 Court in October 2014. This was to allow a period of re-training for the staff and to implement a quality 

 improvement plan to improve the quality of nursing care. The unit re-opened in January 2015 following 

 the completion of the quality improvement plan. 

•	 Addressing	mixed-sex	accommodation	issues	by	designating	Worsley	Court	as	a	male-only	facility	and	

 making the Meadowfields elderly inpatient unit in York a female-only unit.  

Our action plan has been shared with our partners and is monitored closely to ensure that we are able to 

fully evidence all the improvements we are making.

Our full Quality Report for 2014/15 has been published, and provides an account of how we have 

performed against the quality standards set by our commissioners and regulators.

The report details some of the quality improvements we have made over the past year. As an organisation 

we remain very proud of our staff, the improvements they have made and their commitment to achieve 

more in the future.

Our Quality Report is fully aligned with our five-year Strategy and our two-year Operational Plan, which 

describe what we want to achieve over the next two to five years (to 2018) and how we plan to get there. 

The Trust’s Strategic Plan and Operational Plan detail the full set of priorities.  Our Quality Report is used to 

set out some examples of the progress achieved and future initiatives.

Our Quality Report for 2014/15 is available on our website here www.leedsandyorkpft.nhs.uk/about_

us/Quality. Our quality pages are updated regularly with information in order to provide a fuller picture of 

the quality of care that we provide.
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Led by the Chairman, the Board agrees the Trust’s strategy and aims and 

monitors its performance. It decides matters of risk and assurance and 

is responsible for delivering safe, high-quality services.

It provides leadership within a framework of prudent and effective 

controls that enables risk to be assessed and managed. It ensures 

the Trust complies with its licence and constitution, the 

mandatory guidance issued by independent regulator 

Monitor, and with the relevant statutory requirements 

and contractual obligations.

Our Board is made up of seven non-executive 

directors (NEDs), including the Chair of the Trust 

and six executive directors, including the Chief 

Executive.

During 2014/15 there has been one change in the 

Executive Director team. Beverley Murphy, Chief Nurse 

and Director of Quality Assurance resigned from her 

position with effect from 29 October 2014 to take up a new 

executive director post with the West London Mental Health NHS Trust. 

The Nominations Committee led on the appointment process for the vacancy this created and agreed that 

the title would be changed to Director of Nursing. On 3 November 2014, Mr Anthony Deery was appointed 

as the Interim Director of Nursing and transferred to the Trust on secondment from Northumberland Tyne 

and Wear NHS Foundation Trust. He was then appointed substantively to the post with effect from 1 April 

2015 following an interview process.

Board of Directors
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NON-EXECUTIVE TEAM

Frank Griffiths

Margaret Sentamu

Julie Tankard

Dr Gill Taylor

Prof Carl Thompson

Keith Woodhouse

Steven Wrigley-Howe

EXECUTIVE TEAM

Chris Butler

Jill Copeland

Dawn Hanwell

Dr Jim Isherwood

Anthony Deery

Susan Tyler

Chair of the Trust

Non-executive Director 

Non-executive Director

Non-executive Director and Senior 
Independent Director

Non-executive Director 

Non-executive Director (Deputy 
Chair up to 6 November 2014)

Non-executive Director (Deputy 
Chair from 6 November 2014)

Chief Executive 

Chief Operating Officer (Deputy Chief 
Executive) 

Chief Financial Officer 
 
Medical Director 

Director of Nursing
 
Director of Workforce Development

3-year appointment from 1 April 2013

3-year appointment from 6 February 2014

3-year appointment from 1 March 2013

3-year appointment from 6 February 2014

3-year appointment from 3 July 2013

3-year appointment from 7 November 2013

3-year appointment from 6 February 2013
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Chris Butler, Chief executive, Jill Copeland, Chief operating officer and deputy chief executive, Dawn 

Hanwell, Chief financial officer, Dr Jim Isherwood, Medical director, Anthony Deery, Director of Nursing, 

Susan Tyler, Director of workforce development
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Frank Griffths, Chair, Margaret Sentamu, Non-executive director, Julie Tankard, Non-executive director, 

Dr Gillian Taylor, Non-executive director and Senior independent director, Professor Carl Thompson, 

Non-executive director, Keith Woodhouse, Non-executive director, Steven Wrigley-Howe, Non-executive 

director and deputy chair

Executive Directors

Non-Executive Directors
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Leeds and York Partnership NHS Foundation 
Trust
Trust Headquarters
2150 Century Way
Thorpe Park
Leeds
LS15 8ZB
Tel: 0113 85 55000
Web: www.leedsandyorkpft.nhs.uk

Chief Executive
If you have a comment for the Chief Executive, 
please contact:
Chris Butler
Chief Executive
Tel: 0113 85 55913
Email: Julie.wortley-froggett@nhs.net

Patient Advice and Liaison Services (PALS)
If you need any help or advice about our services, 
please contact:
Tel: 0800 0525 790 (freephone)
Email: pals.lypft@nhs.net

Membership
If you are interested in becoming a member of Leeds 
and York Partnership NHS Foundation Trust please 
contact:

The Membership Offce
Tel: 0113 85 55900
Email: ftmembership.lypft@nhs.net
Web: www.leedsandyorkpft.nhs.uk/membership

Communications
If you have a media enquiry, require further 
information about our Trust or would like more 
copies of this report please contact:
The Communications Team
Tel: 0113 85 55989
Email: communications.lypft@nhs.net

Members of the Board of Directors and Council 
of Governors  
Can be contacted by email at the addresses shown 
on our website
Web: www.leedsandyorkpft.nhs.uk 
Alternatively, please contact your governor 
by emailing governor.lypft@nhs.net or via the 
membership office.
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